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=he avaporation rate of water ice cn the su^-face of a planet with an
acxsphere
	 an equil:.br:= bec,-een solar heating and radia-
ti,,-em.d e<mporat m cooling of the ice laver. 7"he this mess of the
ice is gcverned -)="icipally by the solar flu:^c -ai-ich oeret:-stes c:^e ice
laver and then is ccr:dwted ?)ac.k to the surface . T_^ese calculaticrs
differ from those of T_Lngenfelter et al. (1963) for curative I==
dm=els in _acluding the effect of t:.e atms-pner e . Evaporation ter=
the surface is ;overrEd by mm ahvsical r Lmmena: wind and free con-
vection. In t_".e r"=mer case, water vapor d ffvses -,4---,.Tn the surface of
the ice through a limir.= boundary la77er and then is c, --n-med away by
eddy di f=, —
_cn above, pros-ded by the -wind. he latter case, Ln the ab-
sence of wi- d, is similar. e.Ycevt that the eddy diffusion i.s caused by
t.Le 1c-^er de^.si77 or :eater vapor than the martian atmusprers. :or mewl
r.^artian irlsclatier rs the evamraticn rate above	 e ice is
- g	 -2 -1
ti10 gm	 s . in_s, eve a:der present martin conditions a fl wJZ.
char el of liquid -aatar will be covered with ice which e ,.arcratas suffi-
ciently slowly teat the ,ater below can flow for hundreds or k.-U eters
even wi:h quite ::priest discharges. Evaporation rates are calculated for
a -wide range of it choral 1,elccities , a=spreric pressures, and =-:solacicns
and it se—ens  clear mat at least s,=.e subset of ebser--ed mzrt:^an chefs
Slav :.ave forced as ice-c:^cked rivers. T-mical ecuilibri= thic<lesses of
sit h ice covers are ', 10 to 30 :n; t" Oical 3=face =mwerat'=e_s --ra 210 _o
235° Z. Ice-cot.-ered ch=_ els or 'lakes =
Mars today may be of substantial biological interest. Ice is a
sufficitmtly poor conductor of neat tbac sunlight which peretwates
it can cause :welting to a depth of several deters  or mere. Because
the cbLiqui--y of Mrs cm van., up to some 35 0 , the ir=eased polar
n eating at sLci-, times .peers able to cause subsurface melting of t+.e ice caps
to	 a depth which corresponds to :1-e obser,ec Lamina thickness
and may be responsible for =he morphology of these polar feat,.=es .
'"4here All the Sacred River ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea"
-
---Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Kub la 12h
Martian Channels
In 1962, Lederberg and Sagan argued that `'Tars, being an outgassed
planet with a mean temperature below the freezing point of water, must have
substantial reservoirs of permafrost; and that geothermal heating of this
permafrost could produce bodies of subsurface liquia ;cater on gars. The
Mariner 6 and 7 fly-by mii ssions of 1969 discovered the existence of "chaotic
terrain" on Mars, which has since been generally described as thermckarst,
a landfozm in which the overburden has collapsed because of removal of sub-
surface water (Sharp et al.. 1971; Belcher, Veverka, and Sagan, 1971; Sharp,
1973; Soderblc:n and Wenner, 1978) . A post-Viking discussion of a range of
features attributed to permafrost on Mars is made by Carr and Schaber (1977).
In 1971, before the Mariner 9 spacecraft arrived at Mars, Sagan proposed that
: Tars might undergo massi- ,,,e climatic change over substantial periods of geo-
logical time, and that there may have been instances when martian  climatology
cermitted abundant surface liquid cater. Both discussions (Lederberg and
Sagan, 1962; Sag-an, 1971) were primarily devoted to the question of life
i
on oars and t. e possibility of mi=oenvirc.-mmts famrablz for biolcgy ere, ai:^her
in space or in time.
The Mariner 9 discover-7, a=ly confi- ed by Viking Orbiter data, of
sL-.wus valleys c11 `ars .-uc these earlier smecilations on a firmer ooserra-
~.,`onal foot-^19 ClcCau'_ev at 31. , 19 -72; ','Ailton, 1973; Sagan, :oon and
Gierasch, 1973; 3aker and `Tilton, 1974: Shar p and Malizi, 1975; Pieri, 1976;
Malin, 1976: `as=sie,r et al. , 1_97/7). Ar3=P=3 from =errestr ial gecmo=rt -
1og=cal analcgy are consistent wit h the ch=els being produced by r= i,ng
.,atar.
 . 7hese feacxes irxl::de to rdr=-s' aped interior islands ; braided
c.:azzrels; t::.^:tary brut cling ratios (?ieri, 1979) ; -arid s:ire"_ine morabclegy
(Carr et _i1. . 1976). Hcw,ever, , many gecmonrhotog; caL v dis tinzt uni ts ',an-e
een sucst=ed =.der the single descriptive .,vrd, "chann gels" (see, for e_-stele,
rapr and :alias, 1-975), and it seers likely that there are so:eral dis,: =:
categories of Vall-=71's on '-Tars, each with a q ice separate mcde of cr gin
(Pierri , 1976). -%!::=.ative physical orccesses which 'have beer: pro posed or at
least -menciened in :ter_- an &_-amel m`#ogenesis ir.c'_::de liquid =ir^cn dicxide
(Sagan et al., 1973) , s-urfaca s=.r.crzral cra&s (Sc:=m. 1974), erosicr. by
wi-ndblown sand (Sagan et al. , 1973; Cutts et al. , 1976) and liquid alkmes
(Yung and Pinto, 1973) . Each of these alterative ideas ihas serious
croblers , scme or - ti=h have
 _-een. described in the on#nal nave-s
p=,.csi ng these ideas and sere of ^ti^hich ^ave peer. pub listed els pi t.ere
and act;^ Jaosicn '-ms proved to be by far =e most ccpular,
alt:.cudh by :c mans a =L ornmly ad:-red,	 SL stantial debate 'was
ccc=_..ed in ^-.e literate and elsLr:'here -n t~e excze t to %ich prQs^-r^t_ve
3.
aqueous channels or: gars are -t e result of breakout flooding, rainfall
roduc-on of dend`itic branc.':ed networks, or liquid grater modi.=icatim
of pre-e^sti g mm7holoT .
Sagan et al. (1973) plotted a histogrm. of the abLndarce of both
large and =11 charmels as a f=.cticn of martian latitu:de and noted a
striking ccncentraticr, towards the eq •.ator and a :er,- substantial decline
in rnz:.ber 	 by toddle latitudes. They ar-led that one implication
of this result is that the mrri.an c^=-.els are east by a fluid Aicse ^^elti_ng
poi.^t is achieved at &aracre_isric martian ecuatorial :e=erat -=es , but
chat rizh latitudes cm : tars are below tt:e	 point of this fluid. Of
all cese ca11v abundant i^nrganic mterials only -,rare-- satisfies these ccndi-
`l cns , ^:d the-Is -a--T=ent therefore stm^orts ~+':e aqueous ?^;o t:.es is o = martian
channel tcr-p ogeresis . Hcwevtr, , the obsen,-aticns or craters and other martian
!=-.d-'=.s as a "a:cticr_ of latitude has mco ered the ctiistence of a :nigh
lath de ma tliz g (Scderblcri et al. , 1974) . The mantling transition sees to occur
rather amore s:az p1•,r .-:-an the . i stozrm of c:--mel distribution with latitude
iaplies , but at least a significant part o:: the c zr,--.el distribution fraction
,with lacitt might  be due to :he high latitudde obsc-,;rat'en of c:^:els by the
oresurably aeolian mantli.^g material. In addition both Mariner 9 and Vi dng
Orbiter coverage are poor: r at high lac--:des, because of orbiral ccr-s=airta
and the 1971-72 dust storm, raising the pcssibi'_it<7 of a str-crg obserrat --nl
selzcticn i;. the - 4 s-n data. `_,brec,7er, since 7=. of the ::-=.e  ara rcw
ti
.rc^n to be of .:.e cider of 1 x 10 vears old (Scder':;lctr. et  al. , 197-; ?ie_ri.
19-76; Neuk= and i rise , 1976) it '_s not tce present :-=era—=e  dis tricuticr.
with lati"ade but that of a billion years ago which ap p lies in cersideraticr.
of z :e : art=e of my ci-mme-ling fluid.
T"4 present mean surf-ace pressure of oars is
near the trample point ?ressure of eater. 'the hi#.,est surface pressures of
Mars in the deecest depressiars are probably :'_n  the 10 -n	 range. At
these Tress zes , open ocols or m=e liquid later rapidly evaporate or boil
away , and :he aqueous cryn of -m—nim char-refs ':,.as thereby been relegated
to scm past a~och Aur. the global atmospneric pressize - ..-as significantly
greater, the s= face terpera=es oerhms hi#A-r as well, and abundant surface
liquid -atar 'mmor-hesized (Sagan et al., 1913 and marry later papers) . Pro-
posed mec:=isms for s:--h climatic  change include var?a^' cns in the obliquity
of `Fars (Sagan et al, 1973; Ward, 1973; Burrs et a1. , 197 8) ; variations in solar
1.=- ncsity (Sagan et al. ,1973; Hartraan 1974)
vary-aticrs in the nolar albedo (Sa gan of al., 1973); and a oast more massive
reducing atmosphere with a substantial greenhouse effect (Sagan and `Alen,
1972; Sagan, 1977; Pollack, 1979) . Each of these processes rust, at the -:e-- ;,
least, be designed to provide a significant incren^.ent in the martian a=s#eric
pressure, generally speakL g at least to sere tens of mb . Estimates or e
equivalent partial pressure of volati?.es frozen in the martian polar cars
ranee frm about one bar (Sagan, 1971) to close to zero (Ingersoll, 1974).
'a=h large- cvanr-4-ties of •mlatiles seen to '.e =armed as subsurface
p	 ^: ce_7as = , as c	 c .-aimi.'_17 and of wsically : cLTr- .,atar` 3I:d as z=*- acas
(?ellack et al. , 1971; ?arale and Cmnrcr:, 1971; :-z ck at al. , 1973;
B a .3rs: et al. , 19"76).	 .1/ L':1 and noble -as abmdance ratios Ln :he -;rasert
a—_- CSci7ier e , as ^ete—z-i^ ed = t1-e 'li :.r an=7 ._ass spec==etar and
31--face z3S Ga_'.'at^rJ^:%^aSS S7'eC^ ^..Qt^'' Z` rEr^:e^.t3 , _^:.:.1.r:ed `.v1^: '^Cd2ls 0^
4
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e=spreric escape, suggest an earlier a=.rsDhere ,;i=,h total press=e cf
tens of mb 3rd aossibly Tarr;er NcElzoy et al. , 1976; Anders ar:d '`wen,
1978) . M-2se results
	
make it at least moderately pLa Bible :.at
nartian global atmospheric ^ressure in its distant Tast, and perhaps even
at 1 Y 109 ;hears ago, may hzve been high enough to reaserably stabil i: e
aqueous fluvial processes in the open air -- --rou.7,h co prcduce at least
scram of tthe martian sinuous &.a=.LIs .
EvanaratjAn on Mars
ucwever, *,irat sees rot to have been thcrou#ly investigated is the
possibility :hat e=oratien from 3n aqueous _`1cw on :gars urde= ore.;e-nt or
e•^e^ lower a=spheric pressuTMe produces a surface laver of ice .*14 ch :L -
hibits subsequent evavoraticn and permi-t s the subsurface il7,ring grater to
=a*Tel substantial distances and be res,crsible for Ta;or i1L^Ti.al erosion.
L: ma--tiara rivers can flow under cont,--rorary cordi: ions in c.'zis ww7 , f7.cw
^.r:der higt: presses ;mould be even more substantially enabled. he origin
of major sinuous _ .x—..els in chaotic terrain	 cctrects the idea of
subsurface liquid :cater on gars with the production of martian charnels, avers
if such c^.arrels are ,ere--ally Tassi-.e outbreak --Icod -.g such as zhe
Borreville	 Event (Baker and .`Milton, 1974)	 -- that is, largel;7 a surface,
not a subsurface, flea.
7rgersoll (1970) has Shown that ti'.e orese^.t lcw atmesp
 ez.c press=e on M3
;ready enhances -_=oraticn, so !:'=_ s .cw and --cst deccsits 3i;b1- a :L-st2ad
of	 rainfall carr At cc--- .	 L^.°, sell ' S
1
6.
obi ecticn to t ,.e .)rese--:ce of liquid water on Mars	 ^s :got arml;i i.f the
:eater is provided 'oy som ot- er Tears , su:c.': as 5eothxrral heating
	
of
b=tad ice depcsi_s , where :he overl Lng soil prevents evanoratian. L
.,?at: ,--e to be e:mcsed to the :^artia^ acxsphere, as g`cunc^,atar
issu :.g fl-Cm a spring, it :could begin to eraporste rapidly; , and boil if
Its vapor =essune exceeded the 'local atTosphe_ric pressure, and possibly
effe_T-resce is ;gel'_ if it cer:taired dissoimd uses. The rapid cooling case to the
release cf the latent :eat of evaporation will cause a laver of ice to
forte and grow in t:iic a:ess . T I-2 result :,mild resemble a 	 s=eam
i r :, Lnt er , except that the coon-.g of &.e Tart- .sn s t+ em ,culd be mainly by
e,,aporaticn. LirgE-.felter
 et al. (1968, see also Schubert, at al. , 1970) have sv.;d_- er.
a sir-rUar scemar o cn - e `con, in which gazer is e_,mosed to the lunar vacizan. 1hev
ar37.:ed that t.e lunar rills fright ' w:e --een produced by •,aa=er erosion in a irarmer
si_^la; to t` a orig:.n or terres :t-ia'_ ri,rer mileys . Me rr^ankabl;v an ydrmz
c.'^.arac:ar of the lunar regoli:!h and the abser_ce in lunar rills of Tare of the c-har-
ac teris tic :m-p'roljgi: al far^s of aqueous egos urn on Earth (or bars) has led to the
;er:eral -uiicn that lunar rills arc gw.era:ed in scr4 other wav, per:-ms as
ccl'.aased lava tubes. F.cucever, the calcclaricns of Lir:;en el: r et al., %,.ic:•,
require a bead of lu :nar liquid rat:x , are not invalidated by this evi^:ce , and
car. be app lied to he ura:cb wre :hydrated martian conditions if eva-poration rates oral
soar :ea:_:.g aL r=r-iacae
 to he mar -::i.m e_: r_r^ -^::
 are S,: s--4 ==Ed.
?ecause of the large later.: '-eat of -.7arcracicn of .,-ate- and ice,
a=, calculation of emrcrati.cr: rates :-s:st -ake i^to accotnt the s"ong ir._ r-
actin of the o,-a :crab re ccoli ng b,v ascspe of vapor, the ta=Lerat=3
of ` e s=faca of -L-"e ice
1.
,rhich ccrcrois t^e vapor cressure, and the s•.moly of heat to the sum-ace
laver 'ov irs,aation
	 above and ther:al cmduction f cin the aacer below. MiP.
evmc;raticnn and emerKr balmce eq:ations t:sed by
 Lingerrelter et al. , a- e gi :-erg bey . w
: n a s lig r-17 tndifie<? fcm
For :he :.seer and lcw-L boundaries, resvectivel,.,, or the ice
Layer,
E^ a (1 - f) qi + a, - '" - Lst^1	 (1)
,--
=q i
 - ac + L°-nZ
^a^-.ere y1 = ^he anerKr f1 Lm to the seer ice surface: E^ _ _tl `^e- ="1i=
to the lower ice -surface: 1 = whe evaroraticn rata frcm the •mve< surface;
- the rate of freezing at the lower s=face;	 the Stefar.-Bolt--mm
ccrst-mc; T 1 1 the te-era=re at the moer surface; ac = the cor:ductive
rPat flux th=ough *he ice; a, - the :l= of sLrdlght that is absorbed wic.' Jn
the ice laver: and f - the fraction of a. that is absorbed beneath the ice
s.
laver. T~ :e sit:yaticn is presented scharatically in r -1 z a 1. As --He
lze sheet grcw-s in thlcress , it approaches an eauilibriur at wish.
Ea =E = 0	 (3)
(4)
i.-i other .xrc:s, at wi-dch the ice sheet is ccnstmt in thicimess and is
=."z acLar4_-aG ov a corstmt net e-ner-gy fl=.
(21)
8.
1"he )ar eter :: '-s :ntzoduced to take i.-ito account t. ;,e transparency
of the ice lave= . Lf t!-.e ice were cc=ietel:7 transparent (f = 1) , all c^,R
solar e::erV hIch perecaces the ice would be absorbed in :he water below and =At be
cam ad back tm to t_'-.e sLrface by conduction th:.►-cu h the ice, rest:!:—_—g in the
3ir., = possible ice chickress . Cn the 	 hams, if the ice layer we—re
and =aque t'xoughcut, or covered wit's a thin laver of soil, f 'could be
0, and t'7:e mv^._ aossible ice chicls:ess at equil briun would be reacted.
All cases with aam:.al tr-m-mission of the ircldent sLrlig t or absorption
t.=cugi cut *-he ice lave= :Jill -,r--d=e em, uilibr'un ice thicic:esses bet ceen
chese t'^ zm ernes .
Calculaticn or the conductive heat fIL= qt c =.ct be &, a in he
s?zp le =asricn of T-: der elter et a;.. because the heat cmILxtiviC7 o
,:arses with ca=,sav=e. Accord!rg to the data or Rat-.L-_:e (1962) , ,1-e
.e_*-a:. cc-nduct_vst-7 of ice cm -e well reoresented be ,:ee^ "7 0aK and the
.:elti-A potir by e equation:
ti (T) _ (1.363/T) - 0.00147 cal cm - ls -l C:o) -1 ,	 (6)
Nrere T is t'ze absolute :et9erar.^e. 7 e one-dimersio al steady-state
the=al conduction w.;atior.
ac = '{(T) Ca'=,'fit)	 (6)
cm rc'N be	 to ;n elc'
q` _ (i. 363 in !273.13/Tu) - 0. C01^+7 (213. ^-Tu) J/.^.	 (7)
vtere A is -"Le thic?c:ess of tie ice la:tez.
L
The calculation of the evaporation rate of %saner and ice under
, urti.an conditions is complicated by the fact that three differr - ,:-.ysical
(	
regimes are involved, depending on the atmospheric pressure ano the ,*und
t	 speed. The Trost straight, . -,,ard regir.^e is evaporation into vacuum, which
was used as the boundary condition by Lingenfelter et al. in their svidy
of evaporation on the moon. The evaporation rate (g an -2s -1 ) into a vac,,=
can be derived from sirple considerations of kinetic theory, except for a
numerical coefficient, and is given by Kertard (1933) as
m - a,(pv - pa ) (?MI/2-rRT)^	 (3)
%izere pv
 = the vapor vressure of the ice or water; p a
 = the a=uspheric
pressure; M = the molecular weight of the vapor; R - the universal gas cr.:-
start; and -t the coefficient of evaporation. The value of a rust be de-
ternined empirically. Tschudin (1946) has found a value of 0.94 +0.06, or
essentially unity. This equation for the evaporation rate is valid only if
' ^ pv ` pa , the escape of the vapor from the surface is acvernedpv ' °a
by diffusion rather than by effusion, and other considerations apply.
Since atrespheres are seldom if ever completel y still, the next
physical regime to consider is evaporation by wind A number of theories of
evaporation by wind which have been proposed were tested by Marciano and
Harbeck (1954) using data taken in a study of eva poration frorl a reservoir.
They found that their data were best represented by a for-ula derived by
Sverdn.-p (1937) . Sverdrup assures that the effect of tare wind is to di,7ide
tre atmosphere into t',-o lavers in which t,,-o different trans port processes
are daninant. Next to the surface is a laminar bcundarr layer in which water
n .
10.
vapo transport is by mJ 31:cular diffusion. Above this layer the air flaw be-
canes turbulent, and eddy diffusion is the dominant means of vapor trans-
port. The thicImess, d, of the laminar sublaver is roughly
	
d - 3N /u..	 (9)
where tL, - the friction velocit-7 of the wind; and v - the kireriatic vis-
cosity of the a=sphere. Abov . , the larti mar sublaver, the eddy diffusivity
is found to be given by	 I 
	K(z) = 14 (z + z0),	 (10)
where K(z) - the eddy diffusivity at height z; K -the von Kar^san constant
0.'+0 empirically;  z = the height above the surface; and z 0
 = the roughness
length characteristic of the surface. The evaporation formula can now be ob-
tained by integrating the inverse of the diffusivity between the surface a,-Id
some height Z, to give
•	 Go
1'' -
, 0 .7 dK^
3	 ^D
a
+ 	 Qn z
(11)
wfiere D - the diffusion coefficient of water vapor; and L^o - the difference
in the water vapor density between the surface and height Z.
Before any calculations of actual evaporat?on can be made, it is
necessary to evaluate the physical constants which appear ::.I1 the previous
equations, and to discuss their phvsicai significMice. The value of the dif-
fusion coefficient D of water vapor in a pure carbon dioxide acrosphere is ob-
tained from the data of Sciaaertz and Brow (1951) , taken at atospheric
11W	 9"mr-
11
pressures. .sunning that the diffusion coefficient varies 3s 73/3 and 0-1,
the ^.ralu:e
D - 0.1654 (T/273.15) 3/- (1013 mb;p) cn3 s -1	 (1_')
^s obtained, •.iier( o is here measured in millibars . :'t:e .ivr aica viscosiL
of carbcn dioxide is	 from the exrerimental results of Sutherland .and
`"aass (1.932) , and of .%imst m and McCloskey (1940) .	 3 least squares polynomial
fit to cheir .iata vieldis
- (0.003162 T` + 3.771 T + 173.01) x 10 -1 dyne si 1	 (13)
and the kineriatic viscosity v is obtained by dividir.Q by t:he densiej of the
gas.
_t:e value of the rcugcmess length z0 is deter:-•.fired by aero.'.vn:3mic
measurements, and is typically sound to be abcut 1130 of the -physical Scala
of the -mu:g;=.ess elcsre:ts on the surface. T!-us a rcpion such as the C"-=7se
Lading site of Vining I (. utch 2t al. , 1976) ,,tii .:.h has bou._ders and sand
d:if is abeut 1 meter in s^^.e ^,;culd thereby have a rotalmess lemth of accut
3 =- Such rouZit-:ess is a martian river wxuid rL---etrble a terrestrial ice jam,
ar.d wood not be l-, elv to occur mless the ctrrent were very strong, or
scme ot..ar u er =-.cn such as a seasonal thai, oc=--ed to break up an a:dst ng ice
sneer. Cr. the other hard, if the rcuzimess length or r-he CI=Tse 1:-ding sita
,ere dec2rm=^ed by the acLmdant rocks in the ..:acimter to :m:L, -re:ar scale
the roughness length wcu id be milli=eter to ^3u Lidlli•retar . Excent for
massive outbreak floods. cr.o 	 mect the ice :surface to reserbla era
U.
-e :ce ea a ..ewes=-;al st:e3m in r,,rL-.ter, smooth arrugh, i. :.et th:Lck
,!rc	 . = skate --n. sires t. a pCyslcs of
	
break -+M '&Ud '-e the 5ar-e
m ' ars .Md :fit ^L-C tMld,Mt M My ^.o1. -e l evarcra cca #7. s ics .
I t
	
matter of:.esswt^r'.c	 pick. 3'i rcpr;..ats ;-a :.e
:cr `-he --jug.:r.ess La..r-h of a =cch ice sheet. but c!-is -A.0 be 3cc%r.
later riot to be of	 imper--=ze. For c,-rparlscn	 ter_-est-4.al
va? tires . Sver^r= (1937) f:Lnds :0 - 0.5 = fcr the ocean, and Y=ci3m and
F-irteck (1954) find si.---ri ' ;r -•aiues fer t::e aserme used :.^ thei: sczdias .
Fcr scLi.d st.--__.:ces tic -=-g,=ess les. h is ccmi::a-raaiy snaiie.r , 0.1 = -'Cr
a srcw mace .-n a orai z--a , 0.005 a :oz smccth srcw on si-crt ;sass. ^d
J. CC1
	
-,:--r =cth ,u l:d	 to (= =; as:'_ey, 1959) . :or the --n— cse cf C:.^-j ^3: ^^•.1a^^ .
wi" be assumed zha-- "0 s 0.1 = _`or .1 si=nce of -.a ice s:r.ee- cn a 	 .._.^.
river, s = 	 gA 	 seen	 ar... ,Zraua= values will e si^wr. a
-e =.=cr- w.7.:a the ca 1 =1aticrs .
M-e _ oro file , which :elates t."e f-- 4- ct `can •,,elcci: :i, arc the
^i:rsi.:a? wind veLccit'r u as a ;=ctizr. of i ei#t is e_t` =r -=L 	 bar t.LL
,r ace =zir:ess cr ;^v the a^r5-.ce^_c viscos__r,	 :n	 =e
:.:'1C' 'r..?[1 '. elcci. is 'r esC'_'' or less t"= the c"Lc3i velcci^ (7t-iasclv,
1959,  pc 19-20).'
:ac = :. 5 ^: / cr	 (14)
-. c:z =c:mssa e, -.e jrw :9 3ercc Tom: a'_:t^ _ c •.¢: and -:.e
,kdies Asa ab la ::-0' each t`^e .; ace . sc -.e	 - __..% -'4 	 LS ,,__ 'an ;v
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u/u^	 (1/K) )n(z/z0)	 (15)
In the latter case the flow is aerodynamically
 smooth, and viscous dis-
sipation prevents the eddies from reaching the sLwfa • t; the wind orofile
is then given by
(u/u0 = 5.5 + (110 ln(u tz/v)	 (16)
For typical martian conditions (p = e mb, T - 2000K, v - 6.4 cm`s-1),
the air ticxa will be rough over regions like the Viking 1 landing site
(z0 = 3.3 cm) for u* 2 5 an s -1 . According to Hess ct al. (1976) the
Viking; 1 anemnrleter at a height of !..'0 cm always registered wind speeds
greater than about 100 an s -1 , wnich indicates that the air flow is always
aerodynamically rough, since u(160 an)/u3, - 9.7 from the approxinute wind
profile (15) . In contrast, the air flow over the ice sheet Tvould aLmvst always be
smooth; the critical friction velocity from e quation (14) rust exceed
160 cn s -1 for the flaw to become rough. This is very near the wind
velocity calculated by Sagan and Bagnold (1975) at whsch large quantities
of dust become airborne to produce sandstorms. Since such storms occux only
a few days per year, the airflow over the ice s-.rface can be considered
al:-wst always to be smooth. Any smaller value for the roughness length of
the ice sheet i,;ould only increase the critical friction velocity of the
,.,rind, and strengthen the assLnmtion of Imni.nar flow. Thus we have confidence
in the applicability of the anal ysis of Sverdrup (1937), r,hi.ch ass"ZWs the
existence of a laminar sublaver.
ii
1d 1 	 r (Z4-,z+
5 ^y, Jn 1„
V = m
LIC (13)
14 .
Ine Arai ,-:es of clo and Z in equation (11) present minor diffic.ilties
in annlying the evaporation .or=ila to :bars , since zh4 water n=or	 .7 'TTl!S t also
-measl:red at some :.eight Z. If the air blcw--g over the ice sheet is assumed
to be ccrxletely dry, to is obviously the sat=aticn vapor densic7 at the
sue^ face of the ice. T,-.e `.:eight Z at which the at=sphere is assumed to be ccapiets'
is :-ct as obvious, but may be estimated b y
 consider°-ig the hari. crtal as well
as the vertical trarsnort of t!! a -,aLer vapor by the wind. By ernaat:ng the
ti=e scale for the vapor to diff.:se to a hei#t Z with the tine scale for
-.e w -id to blow a=oss the	 e-xteZnt or t+ e ice sheet X, the r elation
_ Z/v = X/u(Z)	 (1i)
obtained, where V is sere ch=acte^ stir velocity of the a f:- sicn process.
-::,—r1o:rng the wind profile of equation (16), ., e cbca_.-i a rslation bet•-.-e^m
Z and X:
^r
:{ = Z	 = Zu,,,	 5.5 + 1 ^Cn w. -z^l	 + 1 In
J
Zven small ass-,=Ed vai::es of Z result in lame ,-alues for X, as :.s shown
in Table 1.
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Z-50 an,	 Z=100(--n
u,,= 10cros -1 	X= 109m	 X=?33m
u,^ 30 an s -1	 X = 154 m	 X - 326 m
u,^' = 100 ans -1 	X= 210m	 X=442m
Table 1.
The choice of Z obviously depends on the width X of the river or lake that
is evaporating, and some of the martian channels are observed to be hundreds
of meters  to kilometers in width. The evaporation rate, however, depends only
weakly on Z, since it appears only logarithmically in equation (11). In subse-
quent calculations, Z will be taken to be 1 meter, since this is of the rig
order of magnitude, and the evaporation rate is insensitive to small differences
in Z.
The third physical regime we consider is evaporation in the absence
of wind. Ingersoll (1970) has shavn that evaporation can also take place in
the absence of wind by free convection, since the atmosphere near the ground
which is saturated with water vapor is less dense than the overlying dry CO2
atmosphere and is therefore dynamically unstable. Using the analogy between
this situation and thermal convection above a heated horizontal stxface,
Ingersoll obtains Eor the evaporation rate
m = 0.17 Ao D
	 (-o/o) 9
1
 1/3	
(20)
where Lg is the gravitational acceleration and dp/o is the ratio of the
density ' `ferece 7rec.:ced by the water vapor in the a=rso ere to the
atmospheric density itself, given by
P
c1c/o	 I	 a	 v	 (21)
mcp3
 - ' me - 
R I' pv
.ere me
 - the :^iecular weight of CO 2
 = 44; and mw = c^e molecular
 weight
of water vapor. = 13. &.-,cation (20) is valid only :Ln the case of nL-.it±al
therml stratification, and the giving te=, La/o, rust be codified if the
stratificaticn is not neutral, since the to=er==e also affects the ?as
density. This effect is Lgxr-..ant but c a=.ct easily be t-d.en into account
:Jit:At.t a Letai led stu&7 of the martian atmospheric te=erat7ure profile
cZ== :7°.out the day , as -.,7as doe by ;ierascc and Goody (1968). They srcta tha--
the -. nrtian a=rsnnere alternates bet:aeen lyd#ly stable and highly +.sstabl;i
strati==cation da flv, so that equation (20) can, at mcst, be used on a daily
average oasis. :Teastxecre:ts of t':e tecrrerarse difference between zhe grc=d
and the air by Viking 1 (Mess at al.. , 1976) provide a rou zh. measi,=. ent of the
stratification effects near the -otrd, "e -- local rccn, a ma:d -= te7zera=a
difference of ?Sort deRrelcns between the aix and ground ca=era=as , giv'i z
%T/T = 0.1. Substituting this for the driving term.	 in equation (20)
we derri,,e an evanoraticn rate due to thermal convection ccrresocnding to t'at
produced by a -find with u; _ :i0 = s-1 . t i^.ds of t' i s velecity do blcw near
nccr., 3:d the Evaporation of 7v3t= f--= - -Dist car=ian soil wctdd	 ce
!=.ced by t:a additicn of t'^e=al conveccicn to the =bt:ie ce :Dr,duced by
the -,rind, The e,=oracicr. -_ate of an ice sneer-, 	 *ict ld not be rear177
as s=orgly affected by -L--=al ccr reccion, for s, feral =eascrs. . _.-s the
ester thereat_ inertia of ice as c=ared to scil tccuild rect:ce -.he  di -.a1
16.
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to pezrat=e ^uriati n or the top laver of the ice sheet. Second, the
incident solar radiation Aiich pene--aces .re ice layer Hvuld ;Welt the
'x== few cent :zieters or the ice dpi^.g the day, ^-*dch ,ruld thin re_freeze
at night. If the ice Sheet were more than about 10 cm thick, t -.eze v)uld
be only
 a negligible effect on the su -face to xe+ac-=e of the ice. T".ird .
the ice laver :could probably Nave  a higher albedo tr,m the martian soil,
further reducing the solar heating rich leads to the=al convection. Ln
their studies of .ex_-est;i,al evarcrati=. Marciaro and Narbeck (1954) found
little ii any effect of a=ospherie stabil.i -7 on evaporation, probably for
rpascrs similar to the list mid second reason we have just given. Ln subse-
cuent: cal -`slations , the effect of di=nal variations on thewal stability
)f the martian atmosphere will be neglected since they are probably small:
they are in ary case beyond the sccve of this inVestigaticn.
`'.arc .arc and ua:beck (1954) report that small a lets or evaporation
do take place in the absence of -,j.-d, and it seems reasonable to att--'Cute
this to wee	 :vection as prcrosed by Lngerscll (191-0) , ra -.1-:er than tlnermal
c=., ecti.er. -- shoe the stabilit y of the attnsrnere cn Earth does not have
a noticabl e af4ect cn the evaporation rate. Since wind and free cc ,-ecti.cn
both seem to influence evaporation ;erceptably, the si=lest appreadi to
include tr.wi be`: wculd be to add the—`- affects-
	 ch- orcnesec
a arcration e--- aticr. is ="us the s= of eq, aticns (11) and (20) , ?ivL-q
4-
	
u0	
— 0.1' !o Di (4a^o) g v '
	 ('-"')
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where %c /o is 3iven by equation (21) . ECuati.on (22) obviously has the
correct behavior in the Sao Limiting cases of high wind and negligible
ccrvecticn, and of corvecticn in the near absence of wind, and .&-zs the
reasonable prediction that, .ten both -,-L
-id and free ccnvection are presk-a:t , the result:
evaporation will be 3reater t: an that due to either cause alcne . Acccrd ngly,
equat^.cn (22) will be used in the subsequent calculations in tris ^-^msti3a-
tion, Frith attention raid to wi-.ether one eva poration se& ni m is clearly
and-ant, or a mixed case prevails. Equation (22) should app ly as Nell to
evaporation in -parr; other olaretary or satellite atmospheres, ircl:di^^
t'rse in the outer solar system.
Calc,ailatiors .ere carried out for a tiari.ec7 of .:rd creeds, from
dead calm to winds c7pical of sandstorm ccndi-_t ens (u,,, = 300 = s -1) at a
• aria 7 of pressures. A s=art of --I- e energy balance used in these cal-
culations i.s shown J_n Fi^-,.Se 1. Evaporacicn rate as a function of insoia-
=_I cr. is displx;,ed in F4=e 2 for t'7.e me -m max-;an pressize of 6 7-b as aeii as
`cr a vac^..n.m, =:d for a range of ,-al ,-:es of u,,. For typical ::ar*_ian i:.scla-
_^
_ions :he ice avaporation rare is typically between 10 -° and 10_8 In 	 's-1.
At 6 mb pressure, a reasonable range in ^.a_rtian ward velocities corres-
ponds to about 1.5 orders of Tag lade in the evaporation rate. Tl e effect
of otter c:.oices of atsosr.'reric: pressir_ e on :he LrmDcraticn rate for the case
= 0 s kzun :^n ?i e 3. '_^.rose ap 'rs cur. b	 mice used to	 e a r^^uat:
^olati:,n for oc!.=_ values of p and ^L; . if 3 -,b corre^^encs to *_-^oic.3l
elavaticrs on `ors and 9 :--.b to c- 7 pical deoress'_crs, -•.e See :.-at the oress,  e
-:ariaticn ==.ts to mere —an a factor of t^see in the zvavorazicn rata -or
i
^rpic.al insolltims. Cn the other 'nand, evaporation rates are retarded 	 19.
over the •:aeu= rate by ©ore t!-an two orders of magnitude for 6 ::b pressure,
by more than t.=ee orders of magnitude for 100 mb , and by almost 4 orders or
mwgutnude for one bar )ressure. Corres-ponaA values of the depemimce of
the mmi=. n thickness of ice (-;-1) under c!7ese circ,.mstm:ces , for a range of , alL;es
of :L-Lwlatin and total pressure, on u,k are stzwn In Fides 4 and 5. in all
cases of interest :!.e thic mess of the ice overburden exceeds one meter . . e
see t.`^at t.`-.e mininn ice t.'7iclmess at topical values of martial: a=ospneric
pressure is a hew times lass than that which xUd be required at ecuilibri=
=.der vacasn cordi 4 ons. in Fig. 6 is the mm-imin ice thidc°.ess obtained by settin,3
in eqs . (1) and (2). assumi.sz the ecui.libriun cc-nditions (3) anci (4) and offmlv!.nc^
aq. (22) . Typical vali;es range from 10 to several =fired :meters , cc=ared to about
1 m. for the miniz= case. ?or plausible values of f, p, u -md iinsolacion, the ice
thicicess sees to be ,,10 to 30 gin, less t'-an but a significant fraction of the dept s of
large :^artim c:...els. Ice-cavered ri-.mrs s-.ept free or overl,ring dust, .er^aps :r^s-
nelled -winds, 411 have mr..ri= ice covers; such ri-: ers -with a thick coating of d;s t
or sac:d -ai.11 approachh	 ice covers. 1.1:ts r'_-e mest drastic cases tared to
be the mcst difficult to detact.
L-feti.:e and Present ; etect.3biliry or ice-Coverad --mrs
if geotrierral melting of subsurface ice and pernaf-rost is the mec^anism
for procuc=g at Least a Tubset of martian sinucus c.h=nels , ssch &=.els
slmuld ".ave :;eer. oreferent;ally generated i.ri tizzes of :sign geot.'ne_=a1 act_rity.
The teak epoch of martian volcanism and tectcnic actil'- ty dates to about i x 109
years ago, the era of t- e formation of the •.olcanic s=%,ct•=es in 71,.arsis and
~e ad;a : Val.lis ''ar4--_er:s. Since this is also ^h e :epoch or the fcrTat_cn
of rest of t!:e -rar-^ ch=els, the 4__-co* eyed river '.7motnesis is at least
ccrs_stent -^: t`^ ::". avai:abla _'.zror oloe'_es . ?v- 	 "a dersicr or -^^tar as a
=rali at_on factor, t:-ie	 of a ^a-~4-a: ice-coy:ered ri,-er is of r-e
:r:!= of ; /r.., -A-era	 is the de-- th of the	 Thuz , for - 10 cz and *n
10
-a
 3,z	
2 s
-1 _	 1012 s - 3 :^ 10`` ^r:-s. Such 3 :l :e oft ppliad strictly crly
a ter. _..a? '_.ice and s'rcul ce a	 low lc%er __. ^ _ =o _.e ri-^er
1
..1*
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;, 11 :ep and crudally cr. the time depe*:ce::ce of the dis&..arrge Q, By
comparison, tl:e 1 :espan of t3R C.olcradn 	 in t'a Or d Cantor. is ".107
;,ears. A rough es t-I ma to suggests thAt &ere are on _Hers  several x 10 5 Am=
charnels , inclu "ng ase covered by aeolin and otter mantl' g. Tm the
^highly i yea;:,ed ci^-rtesranco t`^at the cons== ticri of such chmmels aas dis-
tributed	 armly o,, -ir martian _Zistc7ry from the ma, or events of 1 x 109 ;ears
ago to today, t.-ere would be on the average »10 ice-ccnered rivers present
at any given time. Since initiating geothermal events were arabably ccncensated
back aro=d 1 x 109 ;Tears ago, t!-4 actual -,:L ben in the present epoch shcul.d
be less; but sur'i calculations suggest that there might be ;Lrreral such ~i-.T_-rs
on Mars at t,e present t 4-=,e. :z Fig. 7 is calculated !:he ec•.iilibrium te=e---
ac=e at t:7e tcp of the ice sheet, gi,nn by eqs . (1) t.'=ough (4) and independent
of the eraporaticn eq . (22) . The ,-ac_um case L eq . (8) '1 is also shown. i?':us ,
a ccr.te-por3_­y ice-revered charnel would be characterized by a high al"edo and
a ts=era-_=e armed 210 to 235° K, with only modest ditznal and seasonal
te=eratume P_­r.c,_si.crs. Because of the dependence of m on t!e irsolaticn,
su.ch cha - els m zl-t be prefers dal ly present at :ti.gh latitudes,
Subsurface lakes -^ Ind P0 7 ar 1.= :,^ae
in the precious calculations it was fotz d that Uquid -.eater e_-c,-osec'
to martian conditions
	 shield itsel.' aga :hest evaporation by formng a
layer of ice I m or more thick. '. at -sill happen to an initially solid 'Layer
of ice, such as the martian: polar cars, :; to the l:eati:ng rr: su l4ht?
`.gill erouszh Tnii ,t pim-necrate veep into the ice to cause subs=-_-ace zeitirg,
or will the ice sheet r=Tni:: frccs t'xot:ecut? The ar-wE to this cLesticn
ere^cs crit'_call•r cn the -mr^_-^t of insol ticn. and the trarsnarsc•, of t_-e
ice. If the sualig ht peretrat:ng the ice is asslsr-d to be absorbed e=cnen-
tially 4th a &=act2..ri3tiC 'Length L. the 	state CT di: ^sior:al
:ca cCC duC ^iT. ect' : .iCT :ecmes
qc (x) - k(T)(dT/tO - q, exp (-x/L),
:tifiere q  i3 the conductive ?:eat f ,ILx at deoch x, end qi is the incident
solar eanergy tZtix that is ab sorbed . Us i:i g the expres ien for k (T) in
equation (5) the equation can be integrated to -live
1.863 ,C n(273.15/T5 - 0.00147(273.15-Ts ^ • qiL j 1-ems(-x/L)	 (24)
where T, is the surface t^erac re of the ice. "^.elting can only occur ats
depths  5eacer Than r_ 1 val'.:e of x Which sat13fies ' e equation. L x iS
allowed to go to inf-- nity, a c-.ti.cal ,al.ue of L can be fcl nd 'telew which
axoger us -mlting is not *possible because :he smlight carrot penetrate
deep ly emugh into the ice. Hsu,= ng a surface t=erat-=e of the ice of
130' (t.'-.e average or the starer r_eperature of 210 0K and the painter
. -nmeracure of 130°:0 , a aoiar P a+^edo of 0.5 , ajd t^:e irsoiation of --he
,ales  at the st.=ax solstice, ai th a solar ele<rat'_cn of 24o , the critical
value of L is - 1-0 cam. For the yearly average i,solat-4 on, the ;navtxn inso la-
*_ion m st be seduced by 3 factor of r, and L bec-_7m 700 cm. These numbers
renresent =eascnable transparencies, provided the ice is rot dL- rtq or opaque
cecause of a^ : bubbles. Th s , it seEms p lausible to egect that suhsur_`ace
melting ray occur in the xartiar: polar cars , either on a seasonal or a
^er-rarent basis.
e obj ecticc ^,t^ich might ce .:ade to cur pr hrosed subsurrace melting
is that it does not occ, at least oftan cr. Earth in the Greenland and :antarctic ice
=s. '.tre .3LTlizht reac::es the Ear--.h than : ars and t'-e ;7early average s=-
face tsrnera=, e or the ice is 'here 7,rre lik_- 240oZ than 1300:2, producing
less cond•,:ctive ::eat loss to -"e surface. There are se^feral ra cnss thzt
21.
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this ob i ecticn ::say be invalid. F:.:st, the polar regions cn Ear-.h are
frecu-ntIv cloudy , redia-cir2 the wrailable irisolaticn. Second, the al l- !o of snow
is ccrosiderably higher, 0.8 or mare, t' = the _ m ical albedo of the
Tartu n polar cars, a 0.5 cr less. Third, Rayleigh scattering in the Earth's
acmcsri^era ^,= .er attenuates smlight in the polar regions, zsrecially
at large solar zenith arg'_es . Fourth, ice in the :aar tiara polar c=s may be
Hare t=arspare^t tharr in ter_es=ial glaciers because air bubbles -.ay be
s allay there ci absent. 71 he Icy
 er ai.: iressure on : ars zauses less ai r
to be =arced in
 the void stace between srawt'13kes
	 it	 sraces cw on
.ars) , sad this air is very, easily ca=ressed by the weis-ht of overlying
5 c w or ice. ,or pressure to reduce the volume of trarwed &L- b•7 cne
sr: '-ce la:,rz:•
 10 .:eters thick is ^eeded on .:arch. For gars, this thickness
is 20	 ?f ,..ow does not fall on "ars , and ice is de^osited as ,.earfrost ,
less void space ouid be sec ted th Z for sr_cw. Furthe=xre , the it=
bubbles -nay
 disa=ear cccaletely because of the for..atim of clat'.Irate ice.
Such a d:: i.- . rearar ce happe:ls on Earth only deep :Ln glaciers, b­.-6. c= cu^men at
==h 1c*per oress•=es cn tars because of the ccc= ati.e ease of forma-_- cn of CC,,
c'_at^sate. L e t=-anscrssion of lig:^rt t.°=au;h ice on tars .^-ould be less dcminated
by scattering from air bubbles =1= on Earth, and r-ore by he nat•,sal light
absorption of the ice, and by absorption produced by any dust ?articles
trapped in *_'-.e ice.
?=armt ice-coverad bodies of lici.sd -rater ar  'tarcrn to	 in
r t3^ c ^.c3 (T-.i p?s e_ al., 19 /7; arcrrmr s . 1977), bvz are aL.cs c care: 1-: not
created by i.^sclaticr_. 'r,-e hur.dred mr:ers thiz1cies3 of Iicuid -,atar :-a 2 been
foirrd in a subs.: - aze lake in the Ross ?ce Shelf '-.ereac" 'A_ M of ice.
:1-e  =Ii est Nester ^ .-as fwd to be ?bcut 1C0 m dry _':e lake belt=.
s est?^^ that scre mal —g is oc== ng at
1-he
 boctota of the ice laver. There is sane evidenc  tYac :his water/ ice 
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equilibrium has been raintained for more : an 10 5 years.
It is concei:.-able &at these : deas have saws hearing an the
orig;.n of the martian oclar laminae Cs.^-=av et al. , 1972;
Cutts, 1973; Scderblan et al., 1973; Cutts et a1., 1976; Hmgard, 19113),
,mere :he individual p lates or l=i.^ae are becween meters and fens of
^peters thick C)zu risin and Blasius , 1975) . ';and (1973) has st-own that the
obLquity of `Fars varias between abcut 15° and 350
 , the	 -er:t val : being
24P , over ti:.-.e scales of a t=:dred thousand vears or more. in a oast epcch
of Nigher obliqui.c1, e:ttersive subsurface melti.-qz could have -)reduced a
la:-,e ?oiar lake = whlch a laver of ice floated. Anv i_--rewularities in
surface torograair^ wo d be reduced by the iceberg effect, and -'-en
eli dnated by :.el*_i:-g of the bottm of t.:2 icebergs. In a Subsec1.;P--.t e^oc:Z
cf low cbLiquity, t!7e :solar lake would freeze, orodLcing a level surface
L,:-'-z that observed in each of the solar Laminae. !•Ie orocose ;hat receti-
tiors of this c,7cle , -with :1=face depcsi:icn or ice between inter.-als of melting:
could ' a-:e oroduced the ebser-ed sz:aciced 1x:ti".ae . 7hile the ^:.ect'3:ess of
the lm-:rae may gave	 corceivabie e:q1a^aticns , including aeolian ones
t`:e most natural mecianism for vroducLng a srTmth surface is liqui.ficacion.
'.he largest itrpact crater on either martian cap is designated Zw,
in the Pla=n Bore= at 85 0 North latitude, 1800 Nest. :t is adjacent to
the Chasms Boreale, a very large valley, one to two kilometers below the
surrcix.ding elevations and directed at Zw. ?-re speculate that the proximity
of these two features '.-as a genetic origin, wi':h the crater impact that
produced Zw ro-_Pasi;ng a lar ge body of subsixface water which -produced the
Chamm Boreale .
The lower 1L-nit  to the observed thickness of individual Imrinae is
about 5 m (Dzurisizi and Blasius, 1975). although fL er scale laminae may
exist, below the effective slant resolution of the :^arirer 9 high resolu-
tion camera for martian polar latitudes. We note that the thickness of our
ice overburden on such &siuface lakes is of just the same order as the in-
ferred lamina thickness.
Flow Di schar?e in : ?art ian Claam. els
=n ice-covered river of total area A and st=face eva poration rate
m will lose a total mass of water to the atmosc ere of A grams every second.
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This mass of ice lost from the top surface is reformed by freezing at tt
bottom surface so the net loss is to the liquid water. 9ecause water hk
a density of I g chi 3, the steadv state situation is maintained if the
river is characterized by a discharge 2 : Am. If the discharge is lart
t-= An, then the arrival flux of liquid water through a vertical sumac(
beneath the ice is greater than what is lost by eva poration and the heat
waters of the river crake prowess in
For m 106 M cni 2s-1 and A 101
the discharge for evaporative equilibrium must be onl y of the order of
105 an3s-1 . For comparison the mean ^u-nual 0 in t ypical terrestrial ri
systems is 107 to 1010 cm3 s -1 and estimated peak dischar-es for the "U
and Bonneville floods is . 10 13 cm3 s -1 C"slde, 1968; Baker, 19113). Very
channel erosion. The v.-
of ;n derived above are extram lv low.
estimates for Ares Vallis on Mars during its formation give a peak discharge
1014 an3s -1 C.Iasurskv et al., 1977).
Thus, it is clear that large values of Q krill propagate extensive
flood and channel systins on :Mars even for very la.; values of p and for very
high values of LL,. There is no problem in understanding massive breakouL
floods on .'•tars under any conceivable east or present climatic conditions.
In addition, if geothermal penetration of subsurface ice or permafrost has,
at least on a few occasions on :'tars, produced catastrophic floods connected
with the chaotic terrain, there must have been large numbers of other geothermal
events which produced more modest erosion which seems ver y likely to have
forned ice-covered rivers and ultimately sinuous charnels. It is clear from
the evaporation rates calculated in the present paper that even with modest
discharges of L0 5 CM3s-1 or even smaller such rivers could have had reaches
2 1
zomarab'_e to ::.cse of the exist:.rst sir=LS zha=.els an Mars. Even
iri-
-.
4 e val:.ev nec-xvrks of the sort which Masurskv et ai, (1977) attribute
to rainfall cmi have originated as ice--covered ri,-ens if 'aeoth p-rnai ^enne-
t_ ation occa r ed in several adj acert locales which. e<. entually became the
ea&at,-s of the dis=- bL:taries . .t is , of clear that miler these circL.n-
styes distinctive morrhological -aacures ^avuld be rresent at these locales
today . CLx argunents by no TEans --Kclude the ^ossibilit y of the production
')f sizn:cus chz=.els by rainfall in earlier :ire clea:ert ti.^.es , but we note
that the higg iew a=osrheric pressures and lower T.vix d velocities e---mected -`or
s, h times =afire the ef=icienc•7 of the nrecesses ,.e have described 1-Pre rare
efficient in t:.cse clime: t znv`crsne:zts. "ssursic? ec a'_. (1977) have a-;pied
t:-.ac Cur ice-covered river necn-vv-s'm could not e_ IaLn the broad maz=ian
ar::ela because, they claim, the discharges necessa--v to produce st:ch river
ben s are ver7 ^.igh,^.^fi'_^h .muld ?=iv tLL!`tllelt flow and a lack o f contact
be %etm the ,rater and its ice overbt den -- thereby :raz-.Ent g the ice
ccver.
 . However, t: e f`zL Cnal drag of the ice in a =niient ri•,,er .,culd -e 5:.211
. and -,e have fcuTd the stead;7 state ice thic'.cess to be a significant rracti cn of
.a der =h of the river: in addition, as shawn i-:rediately above, =.e c isc.- ge ratas
recui.:ed in this orcolesr. ; ay be %mt-7 w. dest .md
 laminz r flow re gi.^es :night prevail.
aspec:ally in highl,r evolved syst-mrs with lote Q. Also, such ice-covered s.UbT=+--ace
rivers are self-sealing. Scree subsurface cercolatix at the -ead ♦,racars cf such, s-a=s
s^culd ec _ux : bt^ s irce ".a .:.ems : te.^z:erat +^ e of "a.rs :s -, e11 below t; a =r ee=.erg
`?I^Jerat:Ire or water at .cCalaS ear i'cd' C:.e :.==at_^ 'gyect^e'_". ul
	
the
5-ou d will be frozen 
-u d rertolaticn Nl 16 oe	 Heat^3175CC:": . ^CC1 z1h e :eac!wate''
ea^od by : -e	 sect -e=al event *-o the =Leer ;r rtrd at the 1 c est i_^st :: a2" ^ $
e	 elevation of the -1-w o se -3, ectad to aid s=L--n bed eresicn. C'1a.r'.- (1978),
:.'7 5 '.aai:'^ ^ lCCe1 , 3rtDCSES that =° 7otz= S= ace or =.e 'n der-^-^ j d ^^_^?^i^ :2.'7
ae=a ecal;sa of ccrduct_,:7n vital the co1A 3ci1 and _:-at
	 72SI-11:ad r°_c:^..ed
k_
friction-to-flow would advance the reach of the syste'n; he also =000ses
that the heat of -gyp-=; n and the heat or solution at Least by ar1ridrous
tn=erals aught contribute to the beat transport.
E-xbiolozi.cal Imo lications
The objective or the original sreculaticrs about sdDsur--ace Lakes
(Lederberg =.d Sawn, 1962) and surface bodies of ,rater (Sagan, 1971) was their
suitability as abodes or indigenous li=e for aqueous biochamLstries si_zrL!ar
to those on Earth. '-lie Viking 1 and 2 Larders perforred prelimin=7
searches for life L.-i Sao martian locales totally devoid of liquid :cater.
No hint of :rartian macrebes was uncovered OatcT et al., 1976; Levi.nthal
et al. , 1977) ; the search for martian -,uc:rcbes i.-i the sane locale has given
results which are tantali. irg but at best m-biguous (Klein, 1973) . The
V:Lking zxper4- Ents tested for life in one corner of the eater activit-y/
terat'are diagram of Sagan and Lederbers-(1976) , ahn also suggested that
there :ray be a selective advantage for large organisms on "ars -- L^cludi.^
ores with aqueous bicchemistries . Tie now recogrLz e that extensive regions
of subsurface liquid water tray exist on contetmorary gars, as La the oast.
Chaotic terrain and the most recent -polar l^nae are two candidate locales
for fut-ure biological investigation of gars. ?^e note that the sequestered
sub-ice sea, isolated from its agt:eous surrotrdirgs probably for 5 105 years,
recently i_--. ,-esr4
 -ated by tr.e Rcss ice S'reLf Proj ect (:fir ony't!rns . 1977) ^ s
out to cave a rich -population of art^apeds , fcram::.ifera and bacteria with
scme evide±':ce for diat=s and marine in M- -,:cse abyssal
react es , at least, =.clL;de o'rntos-,,
 tbes'_.s . 7re history of the ex-p1=-3ticn
of "a=s su Bests
	 tr^elimti ary ccserraticrs of ?.i:4.tec surface areas :ray
^^ad irc u:ious L—.. estigators to cc::cl.:dsicrs -^b^:.^ are :tot
27
applicable to all regions of the planet. The search for contemporary
ice-covered rivers, probably of short reach, and subsurface lakes --
perhaps associated with high
	 thermal inertias -- would be
a useful first step in exploring the liquid water hetero geneity of Mars.
The search for subsurface aqueous regimes beneath an overburden of one or
a few meters of ice seers an ideal objective for the use of high velocity
penetrators launched from orbiting spacecraft. Investigations of recent
sinuous channels or chaotic terrain seen to be excellent objectives for
roving vehicles and low altit,.ide martian aircraft modeled after existing
competition gliders.
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